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Abstract

**Background**—Tools chosen to measure poststroke upper-extremity rehabilitation outcomes must match contemporary theoretical expectations of motor deficit and recovery because an assessment’s theoretical underpinning forms the conceptual basis for interpreting its score.

**Objective**—The purpose of this study was to investigate the theoretical framework of the Wolf Motor Function Test (WMFT) by (1) determining whether all items measured a single underlying trait and (2) examining the congruency between the hypothesized and the empirically determined item difficulty orders.

**Methods**—Confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) and Rasch analysis were applied to existing WMFT Functional Ability Rating Scale data from 189 participants in the EXCITE (Extremity Constraint-Induced Therapy Evaluation) trial. Fit of a 1-factor CFA model (all items) was compared with the fit of a 2-factor CFA model (factors defined according to item object-grasp requirements) with fit indices, model comparison test, and interfactor correlations.

**Results**—One item was missing sufficient data and therefore removed from analysis. CFA fit indices and the model-comparison test suggested that both models fit equally well. The 2-factor model yielded a strong interfactor correlation, and 13 of 14 items fit the Rasch model. The Rasch item difficulty order was consistent with the hypothesized item difficulty order.

**Conclusion**—The results suggest that WMFT items measure a single construct. Furthermore, the results depict an item difficulty hierarchy that may advance the theoretical discussion of the person ability versus task difficulty interaction during stroke recovery.
Introduction

In recent years, stroke rehabilitation has progressed as advances in neuroscience and rehabilitation have characterized the potential for the neural system to enhance recovery after stroke-related brain damage. Current motor control theories suggest that movement is organized and controlled according to an adaptive interaction between a person and contextual demands. Contemporary theories also suggest that poststroke recovery is a process whereby patients regain, via practice, an ability to meet and overcome task demands. This process has led to the development of new rehabilitation research interventions and revision of traditional interventions to restore poststroke upper-extremity (UE) motor function.

Further advances in stroke rehabilitation will require that tools chosen to measure motor control are consistent with contemporary expectations of deficit, repair, and recovery. The theoretical underpinnings of an assessment form the conceptual basis for interpreting its score. The score generated by a poststroke UE motor assessment should specify movements patients can and cannot perform, quantify motor impairment by locating individuals along a continuum of ability, and inform the expected next steps in the recovery process. Information gained from such tools provides critical information to guide treatment, specify experimental effects, and/or define change. Moreover, this information provides empirical evidence to assess the validity of motor control theory itself. Therefore, there exists a pressing need to critically examine the consistency between commonly used stroke rehabilitation outcome assessments and present-day motor control theory.

In general, poststroke behavioral assessment has lagged behind advances in theory and may actually be inconsistent with contemporary conceptual frameworks. For example, Mulder and colleagues suggested that movement analysis tools, although technically proficient, often lack theoretical frameworks guiding their use, which could restrict clinical relevance of the results. Several recent investigations of the Fugl-Meyer UE Assessment, a widely used instrument in contemporary rehabilitation, emphasize that interpretation of its score depends on whether its underlying theoretical model is supported or challenged.

The Wolf Motor Function Test (WMFT) is used regularly in research environments to measure outcomes of constraint-induced movement therapy and other task practice interventions such as robot-assisted therapy, bilateral arm training, and electrical stimulation-assisted task practice. The WMFT was designed to examine voluntary UE movement through a series of tasks that follow a proposed difficulty order. Items were selected to represent common functional and nonfunctional UE movements and were sequenced so as to initially require single-joint proximal reaching movements without object grasp (e.g., place forearm on table, place forearm on box) then require multiple-joint proximal and distal movements for reaching to grasp functional objects (e.g., lift a soda can, fold a towel). Originally called the Emory Motor Test, the assessment has been subjected to rigorous examination of its psychometric properties and undergone several revisions. The current WMFT retains its original item structure. However, there are no published investigations of its theoretical basis, that is, the relationship of its score to contemporary concepts of poststroke UE motor recovery.
The proposed WMFT item structure implies that all items measure a single UE motor function trait. However, all items do not require interaction with functional objects; thus, the item set might be heterogeneous, measuring multiple UE motor function traits. The number of constructs measured by an assessment (dimensionality) can be empirically investigated with factor analysis. The WMFT item order specifies a relationship between person ability and motor tasks by describing items that individuals with less motor function should accomplish and items that individuals with more motor function should accomplish. This interaction between individuals’ level of motor function and difficulty of tasks can be empirically investigated with item response theory (IRT) analyses. IRT calibrates the sample’s abilities and the test’s item difficulties onto a common metric. The metric is arranged as a continuum of person ability (persons of low ability proceeding to persons of high ability) and item difficulty (items involving less challenge proceeding to items involving high challenge). Identifying an individual’s ability on this metric leads to inferences about the types of tasks the individual may be able to perform. Determining the dimensionality of an item set and elucidating the interaction between person ability and task difficulty in this outcome measure can advance motor control theory.

Accordingly, the purpose of this study is to investigate the theoretical framework of the WMFT in a sample of individuals with mild to moderate poststroke UE hemiparesis using factor analysis and IRT methodologies. Specifically, this study aims to determine (1) if all WMFT items measure a single latent trait and (2) the congruency between the hypothesized and empirically determined item difficulty order.

**Methods**

**Participants**

Secondary analysis was performed on data from the Extremity Constraint-Induced Therapy Evaluation (EXCITE) multisite clinical trial. The trial systematically tested the effect of constraint therapy among individuals who had experienced a first-time ischemic or hemorrhagic stroke within 3 to 9 months prior to enrollment. Participants were included if they had the ability to voluntarily extend the wrist, thumb, and 2 digits at least 10° 3 times in 1 minute, transfer independently, stand from a sitting position, and remain standing for 2 minutes. Participants were excluded if they demonstrated cognitive impairment, expressed pain in any joint of the hemiparetic UE, had substantial use of the hemiparetic UE in daily life, or had insufficient stamina or unstable medical status prohibiting involvement in the treatment schedule.

**Wolf Motor Function Test**

The WMFT consists of 15 task-performance items and 2 strength items. Task-performance items are timed and rated by using the 6-point Functional Ability Scale (FAS, Table 1). For the purposes of the present study, analyses were conducted only on FAS item ratings and not item performance times. The FAS describes hemiparetic UE movement during item performance, and ratings range from 0 (no use) to 5 (normal). Traditionally, FAS item ratings are summed, and the average item rating out of 75 total points is reported.

**EXCITE Test Administration and Rating Procedure**

The WMFT was administered by trained testers at each of 7 study sites. All testers attended a 9-day workshop, which included training in test administration procedures using a detailed step-by-step checklist. Testers engaged in hands-on supervised practice and met a predetermined criterion for adherence with standardized study methods. Each site sent videotapes of participant WMFT performance to the EXCITE Training Core where 4 experienced physical therapists rated each WMFT item using the FAS. Raters engaged in a...
thorough training process before rating independently, which included practice rating as a
group to establish a common frame of reference and agreement on detailed scoring
procedures. All raters demonstrated strong interrater reliability—Intraclass correlation
coefficient (ICCs) Types 2,1 and 3,1 ranging from 0.92 to 0.99. Reliability was checked
periodically throughout the trial.

Study Design

In the EXCITE trial, the WMFT was administered to the sample at baseline (ie, within 1
week of enrollment prior to randomization), immediately posttreatment, and at months 4, 8,
12, 12.5, 16, 20, and 24 posttreatment. For the purposes of the present study, we
performed cross-sectional analysis of the FAS rating scale data obtained at baseline.

Confirmatory Factor Analysis

Confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) examines the theoretical structure and dimensionality
of an assessment. Data in this study were ordinal, and therefore, CFA was conducted (Mplus
v 4.21) on the polychoric correlation matrix using a weighted least-squares approach. Evidence of adequate model fit was determined by examination of standard indices: root mean square error (RMSEA) < 0.06, Tucker-Lewis Index > 0.95, Comparative Fit Index (CFI) > 0.95, standardized factor loadings > 0.40, and $R^2 > 0.60$.

In separate CFAs we tested 2 a priori hypotheses. The first CFA tested the hypothesis that
all WMFT items contribute to measurement of a single trait: UE function. The second CFA
tested the hypothesis that the WMFT comprises items representing 2 traits: factor 1
containing items 1 to 7 (items without object movement requirements) and factor 2
containing items 8 to 15 (items requiring object movements). The 2-factor model is nested
within the 1-factor model, enabling factor comparison via the $\chi^2$ difference test. The
interfactor correlation of the 2-factor model was examined. Strong interfactor correlation
(>0.80) would suggest that the factors measure highly related traits.

Rasch Analysis

Rasch analysis simultaneously evaluates the difficulty of items and the ability of individuals
who took the test. Winsteps software and the Andrich rating-scale model were used for
Rasch analysis.

Rating Scale Diagnostics

The rating scale was examined to ensure that individuals with lower UE function received
predominantly lower ratings and individuals with higher UE function received
predominantly higher ratings. Three “essential” criteria, defined by Linacre et al, guided
this investigation. First, the number of values for each rating category was tallied. Ratings
must be used a minimum of 10 times to ensure stable estimates of person ability and item
difficulty. Second, the mean person ability measure for each rating category was examined.
Lower rating categories should be associated with lower mean person ability measures and vice versa. Finally, the outfit statistic for each category was examined. This statistic
indicates whether ratings were applied appropriately. Fit statistics are reported as the mean
square (MNSQ) of the category residuals (difference between actual sample ratings and
ratings expected by the Rasch model). Outfit MNSQ values <2.0 for each category are
recommended. If rating categories failed to meet these criteria, consideration was given to
collapsing categories.
**Test Reliability**

Test reliability was examined using the index of person separation, which specifies the number of statistically significant strata into which the sample was divided.\(^{47}\) Values >2.0 indicate that the assessment distinguishes persons with differing person ability levels.

**Dimensionality**

Exploration of dimensionality was complemented with 2 Rasch analyses: (1) goodness-of-fit statistics and (2) principal components analysis of the Rasch-generated residuals (PCAr).

**Goodness-of-Fit Statistics**

Under the Rasch model, low-ability persons should do well on easy items and poorly on difficult items, whereas higher-ability persons should do well on easy and difficult items. Item fit statistics evaluate the adequacy of this model. Item residuals (mean difference between observed person score and expected Rasch model score on each item) measure fit. Deviation from the ideal fit statistic value of 1.0 indicates potential departures from unidimensionality. The infit MNSQ statistic was examined because the measure is sensitive to model violations for items matching the sample ability. Large infit values (>1.40; standardized z values >2.0) were considered evidence against the hypothesis of unidimensionality.\(^{48}\)

**Principal Components Analysis of the Rasch-Generated Residuals**

PCAr uncovers dimensions in the data after the first dimension (trait) is removed. Unidimensionality is supported when the variance explained by the first dimension is >50%.\(^{49}\)

**Item Difficulty Hierarchy**

The core of the Rasch method is the relationship of person ability to item difficulty. Consistency of the Rasch-generated item difficulty hierarchy was compared with the original item order.

**Results**

**Participants**

Existing de-identified data were obtained and analyzed according to a protocol approved by the University of Florida IRB and in accordance with a confidentiality agreement between the University of Florida and Emory University. Data were available from 194 individuals to whom the WMFT had been administered within 7 days of enrollment in the EXCITE trial. Five individuals without rating-scale data were excluded; thus, the final data set included 189 participants. Demographics of the sample are reported in detail elsewhere.\(^{10}\)

**Rating Scale Diagnostics**

Except for the rating category “0,” the FAS met Linacre’s essential criteria.\(^{46}\) The category “0” was observed (given) only 12 times throughout the data set. In addition, disordered average person measures were noted in the progression from “0” to “1.” Persons rated “0” had higher mean person ability values (mean = −1.36 logits) than persons rated “1” (mean = −2.74 logits), indicating that “0”-rated persons had higher levels of UE function than “1”-rated persons. All category outfit values were acceptable (MNSQ < 2.0) except for the category “0” (MNSQ = 2.71), indicating idiosyncratic application of the “0” ratings. That is, the high outfit value indicated that this low rating was unexpectedly given to individuals with high UE function.
These results led to reinspection of the raw data set. On 11/12 occasions, the rating “0” was applied to 1 item (item 7, “reach and retrieve”). The 11 individuals scoring “0” on the item also scored “3,” “4,” or “5” on more difficult items, such as “lift can” and “flip cards.” Therefore, the rating “0” was likely erroneously applied to these individuals. Furthermore, 83 participants (43% of the data set) were missing responses for this item at baseline. The item also showed abnormally high missing data across the entire data set consisting of pretests, posttests, and follow-up tests. Documentation provided by those who rated the assessment revealed several reasons for the missing data: incorrect weight start position (45% of cases), incorrect participant start position (40% of cases), filming error (12% of cases), and unknown reason (2% of cases).

Based on the diagnostic results and the large proportion of missing data, the research team decided to remove this item from subsequent analysis for not conceptually contributing to UE motor function measurement. Following removal, the rating “0” was used only once in the entire data set and was therefore collapsed into the next higher category. Reanalysis showed that all remaining rating categories were performing appropriately (10+ observations, mean person measures increase monotonically across categories, outfit values < 2.0).

**Test Reliability**

The 14-item WMFT person separation value is high (value = 3.72; test reliability = 0.93; Cronbach’s α = .98). The assessment divided this sample into 5 statistically distinct ability levels.

**Dimensionality: CFA**

Two separate CFAs were conducted. A 1-factor CFA model tested the fit of all items to that single factor. In the 2-factor CFA model, the first factor included nonobject items, whereas the second factor included items requiring object grasp. Standardized factor loadings were strong for the 1-factor CFA (0.72 − 0.99 ± 0.03) and the 2-factor CFA (factor 1: 0.82 − 0.99 ± 0.02; factor 2: 0.80 − 0.93 ± 0.02) models. Table 2 summarizes fit indices for these 2 models and provides the interfactor correlation for the 2-factor model. The model comparison test was highly significant (χ² = 70; P ≤ .0001), indicating that the nested model (2-factor) is a worse fit to the data.

**Dimensionality: Rasch PCA**

The Rasch PCA supported the contention of a single factor. The variance explained by the first dimension = 73.6%.

**Dimensionality: Rasch Fit Statistics**

Table 3 presents item fit statistics. One item (“extend elbow side”) was marginally above the infit criteria (MNSQ = 1.44; ZSTD = 3.5). There was no conceptual reason to remove this item, and so it was retained.

**Item Difficulty Hierarchy**

Table 3 presents the items in descending item difficulty order and provides average item difficulty calibrations and their standard errors (logits).

Figure 1, a person–item map, presents the sample ability measured on the same metric as item difficulty. The column of numbers to the left is the measurement metric (logits). The center line represents the WMFT’s latent trait, UE motor function. The symbols to the left of the center line represent each participant’s person ability measure. Items are displayed to the
right of this line. The map is arranged so that the most able people and the most difficult items are at the top and the least able people and least difficult items are at the bottom. A curve representing the distribution of the sample’s UE motor function has been overlaid onto the figure to illustrate the relationship of person ability to item difficulty. The peak of the distribution curve corresponds to the sample’s mean person ability measure: −1.27 ± 0.50 logits.

The location of each item on the metric corresponds to its average difficulty across all categories, that is, the item difficulty measure in Table 3. However, item difficulties actually range over the metric because each item has a rating scale. In Figure 1, the dotted rectangular box surrounding items illustrates this range. The boundaries of the rectangular box correspond to the step estimates (Andrich-thresholds) between the lowest and highest rating scale categories calculated by the analysis. For example, the person ability required to move from a rating of “1” to “2” on the easiest item (“hand to table”) is −6.0 logits (bottom boundary of the rectangular box). The person ability required to move from a rating of “4” to “5” on the most difficult item (“stack checkers”) is 7.0 logits (top boundary of the rectangular box).

Discussion

The purpose of this study was to test whether WMFT items (1) measure a single trait and (2) progress in difficulty per original expectations. To that end, CFA and Rasch analyses were used to examine the adequacy of the FAS, the test’s dimensionality, and the empirically derived item difficulty hierarchy. Results suggest that all rating scale categories, except for “0,” adequately measured poststroke UE motor function for individuals who met EXCITE trial inclusion criteria. Furthermore, results indicate that 14/15 assessment items measured a single trait. The hypothesized item order was generally supported. Results are discussed here with regard to implications for contemporary motor control theory.

Rating Scale

The rating “0,” defined as “does not attempt with more-involved UE,” had a low frequency of use and was used only 12 times in the data set. EXCITE inclusion criteria required that participants exhibit a minimum of 10° wrist and finger extension. Therefore, with this level of motor function, in an instructed testing situation, participants would be unlikely to fail to attempt items with the hemiparetic UE. All other ratings were used as expected.

Rating scale diagnostics revealed problems with the “0” rating category, which subsequently unmasked problems with the item “reach and retrieve.” The item received the rating “0” on 11/12 occasions when the rating was used. The rating’s average person measure was disordered and exhibited a high outfit MNSQ statistic, suggesting that the rating was applied in an unexpected manner. The Rasch model expected that a rating of “0” would be applied to individuals with low levels of UE function. However, the statistical results and reinspection of the raw data indicated that the rating was unexpectedly applied to individuals with high levels of UE function. The item also showed abnormally high missing data at baseline and across the entire data set. According to documentation from raters, the missing data appeared to relate to problems administering the item. But participant factors, such as increased tone and/or spasticity, could have affected item performance. However, these factors were not directly examined in the context of this test; thus, their contribution to missing data is unknown. Based on the diagnostic results and the amount of missing data, this item did not contribute to the measurement of UE motor function in this data set and was therefore removed from all subsequent analyses. All other items showed acceptable rating scale diagnostics. The potential for measurement error as a threat to test validity is a serious challenge for designers of multisite rehabilitation research clinical trials.39
Acceptable rating scale diagnostics for 14/15 items suggest that the rigorous training process and standardization procedures for testers and raters across 7 study sites successfully reduced this threat in the EXCITE trial.

Test Reliability

The 14-item WMFT exhibited excellent person separation and reliability. Items divided the sample into 5 statistically distinct levels of ability. Importantly, this is a statistical stratification to examine the measurement properties of an instrument. Clinical implications of the strata require further study. The results are consistent with the body of literature demonstrating strong WMFT psychometrics.29-33

Dimensionality

CFA was used to test whether the WMFT measures 1 (1-factor CFA) or 2 constructs (2-factor CFA). The results were inconclusive. On one hand, WMFT multidimensionality is supported. The 2-factor CFA showed higher CFI, larger $R^2$, and slightly lower RMSEA values when compared with the 1-factor CFA. This finding suggests that the 2-factor model is the best fit. If the WMFT measures 2 constructs, then the test should be separated into 2 subscales: 1 comprising items measuring nonobject movements and another comprising items measuring object-related movements. There may be pragmatic reasons to consider this division. The most optimal measurement tool is one comprising items measuring behaviors expected to change with an intervention. Thus, an intervention intended to alter motor function at the impairment level would be best measured by nonobject movement items. Similarly, an intervention intended to alter functional UE motor skills might be best measured by object-related items.

On the other hand, an equally plausible interpretation of the data supports WMFT unidimensionality. Both CFA models exhibited high CFI and TLI statistics, large factor loadings, and moderately strong $R^2$ values. Taken together with the significant $\chi^2$ model comparison test, the results suggest that either factor model could have generated these data. When 2 models fit data equally well and when both are theoretically plausible, convention dictates choosing the simplest solution,36 which here is the 1-factor model. Moreover, the 2-factor CFA exhibited a strong interfactor correlation. Therefore, the WMFT probably does not measure 2 completely distinct constructs but, rather, different yet overlapping aspects of the same construct. Unidimensionality is further supported by Rasch fit statistics and PCAr. There may be pragmatic reasons to consider maintaining the unity of the WMFT. For example, research motivated to explore the relationship of nonobject reaching and object-related reaching/grasping may benefit from measuring performance of both types of tasks on a common scale.

The unidimensional interpretation of our results is supported by contemporary systems and dynamic action theoretical models of motor control, which suggest that UE movement is organized through a series of highly interconnected neural networks50 and tailored to the performance of tasks with specific behavioral goals.2,15 Trombly and Wu3 and Wu et al4 showed that movement patterns displayed during performance of nonfunctional motor tasks were distinctly different from patterns displayed during goal-oriented motor performance. These findings could indicate separate visuomotor networks underlying control of nonspecific limb transportation (reach) and goal-oriented hand-shaping (grasp) movements.51 However, contemporary literature suggests considerable coordination between reach and grasp controllers.50 For example, reach and grasp kinematics are concomitantly affected with altered object location or orientation52 and temporally coupled/concurrently modulated as the arm moves toward a target.53 Recent cortical stimulation studies show highly interconnected and overlapping movement representations throughout
the motor cortex. Taken together, these observations suggest an interdependence and integration of the reach and grasp neuromotor processes, which could explain the strong 2-factor CFA interfactor correlation seen here and supports WMFT unidimensionality.

What is important though is that the CFA results were not definitive. Both CFA models exhibited RMSEA values exceeding the cutoff criterion, which could signal the presence of other factor structures and/or the presence of “noise” in the data. Fit might be improved by adding factors or testing alternative models. However, to our knowledge, there are no alternative theoretically postulated WMFT factor structures. Therefore, no other solutions were considered here.

**Item Difficulty Hierarchy**

The analysis elucidated how WMFT items related to one another. In general, the Rasch-derived item difficulty hierarchy was consistent with original item difficulty expectations put forth by Wolf et al. Items progress in control requirements from single joint to multijoint. The easiest items require control of primarily 1 joint, whereas the most difficult items require control and coordination of multiple joints. In addition, items progress in difficulty as the information processing requirements of the items increase. The easiest items involve 1-step actions, such as placing the limb at a location, whereas the more difficult items involve multistep actions such as reaching and grasping, or reaching and lifting.

Historically, the motor control literature has supported an association between task difficulty and task demand. Fitts demonstrated an increase in task difficulty with increasing speed/accuracy requirements. Others have shown that increasing the amount of precision required of the action, amount of intertrial movement variability, number of performance steps, and biomechanical limb load amplify task difficulty. The Rasch WMFT item difficulty hierarchy is consistent with this literature. The most challenging items have high accuracy/precision requirements (eg, stack checkers, flip cards), whereas the easiest items have low accuracy/precision requirements (eg, hand to table, forearm to table).

**Item—Person Match**

Traditionally, the WMFT is scored by summing item ratings and reporting an overall mean or median value. However, a mean or median score does not elucidate the interaction of individuals with specific items. In contrast, Rasch analysis calibrates person ability onto the same metric as item difficulty, thereby allowing WMFT scores (ie, person ability measures) to be interpreted with regard to the probability of being able to achieve/not achieve specific items. The map illustrates which items were harder and which items were easier for participants to accomplish. Individuals of very low ability (those with low WMFT person measures) were matched to the least difficult items at the lowest part of the rating scale. Individuals of very high ability (those with higher WMFT person measures) were matched to the most difficult items at the highest part of the rating scale.

In a recent study, Bogard and colleagues examined the association between the magnitude of improvement on any 1 WMFT item and the change score of the whole test (ie, improved motor function) with regression methods. Their analysis of EXCITE data showed 6 tasks (hand to table, hand to box, reach and retrieve, lift can, lift pencil, and fold towel) that influenced the overall WMFT for those treated within 3 to 9 months poststroke; 6 other tasks (extend elbow weight, hand to box, lift can, lift pencil, turn key, and fold towel) influenced the overall WMFT score for those treated 1 year poststroke. The authors concluded that these items were most sensitive to improvements on the entire assessment.

The present study may suggest an alternative framework for investigating the interaction of person ability and item performance, which may affect how the WMFT score is interpreted.
The item map illustrates the concept that successful performance of more difficult items requires a greater “amount” of person ability, that is, greater UE motor function. As seen on the item map, persons with low WMFT scores were likely to exhibit control of 1 or 2 joints to position the arm on various surfaces; persons with higher scores were likely to exhibit control of multiple joints for functional task performance. The map suggests that UE motor recovery corresponds with an increased probability of successfully performing functional tasks requiring more skilled movement control.

The item map is consistent with the results of Lin et al\textsuperscript{59} and Fritz et al\textsuperscript{60} who found fine-motor dexterity to be an important predictor of success with constraint therapy—that is, obtaining a higher score on the WMFT. Indeed, the item map illustrates the match between individuals with more UE motor function (higher WMFT scores) and tasks requiring fine-motor control (e.g., lift paper clip, lift pencil). Moreover, the item map shows that the WMFT may not be appropriate to measure individuals having less UE motor function than the sample because the test may not contain enough “easy” items.

**Implications for Motor Control Theory**

Testing the effects of poststroke UE interventions requires accurate measurement of motor function, yet the interpretation of an assessment score is affected by its conceptual framework. Therefore, we examined the theoretical framework of the WMFT because this test is increasingly used to measure rehabilitation outcomes. Specifically, we investigated whether the WMFT is consistent with contemporary motor control theories (e.g., systems theories such as dynamical action and ecological theory) that stress the importance of understanding motor control as a dynamic process arising from the continuous interaction of the person (motor, cognitive, and perceptual processes) with the task being performed.\textsuperscript{2-7}

The results suggest that the WMFT’s item structure is consistent with contemporary theories as noted throughout this discussion and summarized here. For example, the strong 2-factor CFA interfactor correlation may suggest the integration of the visuomotor neural pathways underlying reach and grasp\textsuperscript{2,15,50,52,54,61}; the item difficulty hierarchy may suggest a progression of task difficulty, proceeding from more simple (single joint) to more complex (multiple joint), and further may be related to the information processing requirements of the task (i.e., amount of precision, number of performance steps, and biomechanical load).\textsuperscript{2,6,7,23,56-58}

Of course, the challenge in connecting the results to the field of motor control theory is that the present investigation is a macro-level study of human functional behavioral patterns. Although we acknowledge this limitation, the present findings provide a basis for future studies aimed at more directly investigating neural and/or biomechanical factors contributing to the person-to-task interaction. For example, ongoing electromyographic and motion analysis studies in our lab are identifying critical neuromechanical factors underlying performance of specific items. In summary, the results of this study depict an item difficulty hierarchy that may be the basis for connecting a person’s WMFT score to a location along a continuum of UE motor function and may advance the theoretical discussion of the interaction of person ability with task difficulty during recovery.

**Limitations**

There are several limitations to this study that affect its generalizability. First, the sample size (n = 189) may be considered too small. Guidelines specifying appropriate CFA sample size range from 5 to 10 participants/item\textsuperscript{62} to a minimum of 200 participants.\textsuperscript{63} Similarly, estimates guiding appropriate Rasch sample size range from 50\textsuperscript{64} to 200 participants.\textsuperscript{37} Additionally, only 20% to 25% of the stroke population may meet EXCITE...
inclusion criteria\(^65\); therefore, the results cannot be generalized beyond the characteristics of this sample.
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Figure 1.
Person–item map\textsuperscript{a}
\textsuperscript{a}Ext, extend; wt, weight.
### Table 1

The Functional Ability Rating Scale

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rating</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>Does not attempt with more-involved upper extremity (UE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>More-involved UE does not participate functionally; however, attempt is made to use the UE. In unilateral tasks the less-involved UE may be used to move the more-involved UE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Attempts to use more-involved UE but requires assistance of the less-involved UE for minor readjustments or change of position, or requires more than 2 attempts to complete, or accomplishes very slowly. In bilateral tasks, the more-involved UE may serve only as a helper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Attempts to use more-involved UE, but movements are influenced to some degree by synergy or are performed slowly or with effort</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Attempts to use more-involved UE; movement is close to normal, but slightly slower; may lack precision, fine coordination, or fluidity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Attempts to use more-involved UE; movements appear to be normal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^{a}\)For the determination of “normal,” the less-involved UE can be used as an available index for comparison, with premorbid UE dominance taken into consideration.
Table 2

Confirmatory Factor Analysis Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>One-Factor Model</th>
<th>Two-Factor Model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>χ² Value</td>
<td>173.06</td>
<td>102.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Degrees of freedom</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TLI</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFI</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMSEA</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standardized factor loading</td>
<td>0.72 − 0.99 ± 0.03</td>
<td>Factor 1: 0.82 − 0.99 ± 0.02 Factor 2: 0.80 − 0.93 ± 0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>estimates ± average SE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model average $R^2$</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Correlation between factors</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>0.87</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: TLI, Tucker Lewis Index; CFI, Comparative Fit Index; RMSEA, root mean square error of approximation; SE, standard error of the measure.
### Table 3

Item Statistics: Items Are Ordered From Most Difficult (Top) to Least Difficult (Bottom)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Item Difficulty Measure (logits)</th>
<th>Item Difficulty SE</th>
<th>MNSQ</th>
<th>ZSTD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stack checkers</td>
<td>1.91</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flip cards</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>−4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lift paper clip</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turn key</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>−1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lift pencil</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>−0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lift basket</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>1.38</td>
<td>3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lift can</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fold towel</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>−2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forearm to box</td>
<td>−0.61</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>−1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extend elbow (weight)</td>
<td>−0.81</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>1.32</td>
<td>2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extend elbow (side)</td>
<td>−1.04</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>1.44</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hand to box</td>
<td>−1.30</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>−2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forearm to table</td>
<td>−1.51</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>−1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hand to table</td>
<td>−1.77</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>−4.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: SE, standard error of the measure; MNSQ, mean square of the item residuals; ZSTD, transformation of the mean square of the residuals to its standardized form.

*a*Exceeds cutoff criterion (MNSQ < 1.4, ZSTD < 2.0).